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Abstract: These days there are numerous occurrences about sneaking of trees like Sandal, Sagwan and so on. These trees are in all respects exorbitant just as uncommon on the planet. They are utilized in the therapeutic sciences, beauty care products To limit their sneaking and to spare timberlands around the world, some preventive estimates should be conveyed. A framework can be created utilizing gyro sensor(to distinguish the tendency of tree when its being cut),temperature sensor(NTC 10k thermistor),Wi-Fi Module (esp8266) and GSM Module, to limit sneaking and to screen trees. Data generated from these sensors is continuously monitored with the aid of Thingspeak cloud platform sent from a microcontroller(Arduino Uno). Created information is put away in Thingspeak Server over the Wi-Fi module. Woodland authorities are told when any occasion happens with the goal that fitting move can be made.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Forests constitute approximately 30 % of the global land area. They give natural surroundings to the two people and a few animal types that share the profitable environment’s merchandise. Dealing with woodland has turned into an amazingly hard undertaking. Illicit logging speaks to one of the greatest difficulties of woods maintainability. For a long time we are perusing in the papers about pirating of the tress. These trees are all around exorbitant. These are for the most part helpful in the therapeutic sciences just as beautifying agents. Because of huge amount of money involved in selling of such tree woods and lots of incidents are happening of cutting of tree and their smuggling. This issue isn't identified with India just, in China, Australia and African nations are additionally battling with same issues. Placing cost at the top of the priority list, Indian sandalwood costs 12000 to 13000 INR for every kg though in global market Red Sanders order a high cost of INR 10 center for every ton. The Indian sandalwood tree has turned out to be jeopardized as of late, and trying to control its conceivable eradication the Indian government is attempting to restrict the exportation of sandalwood. For an individual, most extreme passable buy limit isn't to surpass 3.8kg according to Govt. The tree is as of now government controlled, and evacuation is disallowed whether on private or sanctuary grounds until the tree is thirty years of age. But even though some corner of newspaper shows us the same title.

II. LITERATURE SURVEY

1. 2005-multi year, complete 2666 shoe wood trees were illicit. While felled in Kerala while Karnataka announced amount 35299 kg.

2. Maharashtra revealed lost 1404,no of sandalwood trees in illicit felling, while there was aggregate of 253 cases sneaking (20739 tones) in Tamilnadu.

TABLE1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>No. of trees felled</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>36000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>42000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>84000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>36000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>6000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

III. VAST OPPORTUNITY FOR MECHANICAL ENGINEERS: UNDERSTANDING THE SCALE OF THE IOT

In the IoT, a qualifying “thing” might be much more minimalistic, having only a printed circuit board and a few other bundled components for exchanging data with other IoT nodes. It could be anything from a sensor embedded on an assembly line, to a refrigerator capable of communicating with various cloud computing services to reorder specific items for delivery. Such variety and general simplicity means that the IoT’s scale is potentially massive:

IT research firm Gartner has estimated that more than 8 billion devices would be connected to the IoT by the end of 2017. That represents a 30 percent jump from 2016. By 2020, the total could surpass 20 billion.

According to BI Intelligence, there will be $4.8 trillion in aggregate IoT investment from 2016 to 2021. App development and hardware will account for most of that spend, with the rest split between systems integration, data storage, security and connectivity.

Every industry will be affected by IoT opportunities. Projects already in use include beacons in retail environments to deliver targeted ads to customers, sensors in agriculture to measure soil acidity and trackers for lost parcel retrieval in logistics.

For mechanical engineers, the IoT is an opportunity to pioneer new products and influence interconnected systems of vast scale. The U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) has projected 9 percent growth in positions in mechanical engineering from 2016 to 2026.
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near the high end of the average for all professions and slightly faster than engineering in general. The BLS has also stipulated that engineers involved in the latest advances in tech – like the IoT – will have the best prospects in the coming years.

**Existing Method**

I. **PROTECTION OF VALUABLE TREES FROM SMUGGLING USING RFID AND SENSORS:** The framework comprises three sub-areas to be specific tree unit, sub-server and backwoods officer unit.

II. **SENSOR WHICH IS FITTED ON TREE WILL BE TREE UNIT, CONTROL AREA COMPRISING SUB-SERVER UNIT LASTLY THE BACKWOODS OFFICER CELL PHONE OR PC IS THE WOODS OFFICER UNIT. TREE UNIT COMPRISMS OF VIBRATION SENSOR, CONGRUITY CHECKER AND ZIGBEE.

**Anti-Poaching Alarm System Using Tilt Sensor:** The principle thought is to structure a versatile remote sensor hub which will be a piece of a Wireless Sensor Network. This framework will comprise of two Modules one including sensors and controller Module which will be at tree spot and another is Android telephone. The Blynk application will consistently get sensor information. This is an IOT based venture where the sensor information is consistently transferred to cloud (Blynk server) over a Wi-Fi Module. In the event of tilt sensor and the bell turns on when tree twists and for temperature sensor water siphon is turned on if there should be an occurrence of woods fire through hand-off switch.

**Proposed System**

Android based Anti-Smuggling Module has been talked about in "Hostile to Smuggling Alarm System for Trees in Forest Using Android". Using accelerometers and temperature sensors framing a little sensor organizing is presented here

**ThingSpeak:** ThingSpeak is a stage giving different administrations only focused to building IoT applications. It offers the capacities of continuous information gathering, imagining the gathered information as outlines, capacity to make modules and applications for working together with web administrations, interpersonal organization and different APIs. We will think about every one of these highlights in detail beneath.

The center component of ThingSpeak is a 'ThingSpeak Channel'. A channel stores the information that we send to ThingSpeak and contains the underneath components:

- 8 fields for putting away information of any sort - These can be utilized to store the information from a sensor or from an inserted gadget.
- location fields - Can be utilized to store the scope, longitude and the height. These are helpful for following a moving gadget.
- 1 status field - A short message to depict the information put away in the channel.

To utilize ThingSpeak, we have to information exchange and make a channel. When we have a channel, we can send the information, permit ThingSpeak to process it and furthermore recover the equivalent. Give us a chance to begin investigating ThingSpeak by joining and setting up a channel.

**Creating Account and Channel in ThingSpeak:**

Open “https://thingspeak.com/” and click on the Begin Now catch on the focal point of the page and you will be diverted to the sign-up page (you will achieve a similar page when you click the Join catch on the outrageous right). Round out the required subtleties and snap on the Make Account catch.
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**Fig.1 Account opening in ThingSpeak**

**Fig.2 Creating a new channel in ThingSpeak**

Feel free to tap on 'New Channel'. You should see a page like in the Fig.2

You can change the name to accommodate your need and you can add a portrayal relating to the channel. You can include some other helpful depiction into the metadata field. In the Fig.3, you should see the fields for Latitude, Longitude and Elevation. Additionally, when you look down you should see a check box that says 'Make Public?'. Give us a chance to think about the criticalness of the different fields and the tabs Latitude, longitude and elevation - These fields relate to the area of a 'thing' and are particularly noteworthy for moving things.

Make Public? - If the channel is made open, anyone can see the channel's data feed and the looking at layouts. If this check box isn't checked, the channel is private, which suggests for each read or create movement, the customer needs to pass a relating API key.

- **URL** - This can be the URL of your blog or site and whenever indicated, will show up on the general visibility of the channel.

- **Video ID** - This is the ID contrasting with your YouTube or Vimeo ID. At whatever point decided, the video appears on the general perceivability of the channel.

- **Fields 1 to 8** - These are the fields which compare to the information sent by a sensor or a 'thing'. A field must be included before it tends to be utilized to store information. Of course, Field 1 is included. In the event that you have a go at presenting on fields that you have not included, your solicitation will in any case be fruitful, however you won't almost certainly observe the field in the diagrams and the relating information. You can tap on the little box before the 'include field' content comparing to each field to include it. When you click the 'include field' box, a default mark name shows up in the content box relating to each field and the 'include field' content changes to 'expel field'. You can alter the field message that shows up as a matter of course when a field is added to bode...
well. For instance, in the beneath screen, I have changed the content for Field 2 to 'SensorInput'. To evacuate a field which is included, simply beware of the 'expel field' box. When you click this, the content 'evacuate field' changes back to 'include field' and the relating field content is cleared.

**V. PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION**

** BLOCKDIAGRAM**

The above figure describes the block diagram of the project in which it has two sections.

**Description Of The Project**

The venture is expected to work in a specific region and this Module will comprise of two Units:

1. Tree Unit
2. Main Server Unit (base station).

Each Tree unit should have one radio recurrence transmitter Module of recurrence 433Mhz, goes about as remote correspondence channel to send information from Tree area to Base station. In addition, each Tree unit have Adxl335, temperature sensor (NTC 10k thermistor) , Lm358 and 9v dc battery. Adxl 335 is utilized to detect the bowed of tree over certain point, where as 10k thermistor used to detect temperature in woods. The yield from these two sensors is given to Lm358, which is a double activity intensifier, Lm358 looks at info voltages to reference voltages and send signs to beneficiary part with assistance of RF TX Module. In RF TX Module out of 12 bits, 8bits are utilized as location bit and 2 out of 4 remaining bits are utilized by LM358 to send tree condition. One can change or set reference voltages utilizing presets. Nearness of above said parts will send the current state of the tree to the Base station, utilizing RF Module. The Base station has a radio recurrence beneficiary, to get information from Tree unit and it likewise have GSM Module, Wi-Fi Module (esp8266) and Arduino Uno as a small scale controller. The information got is decoded by RF RX and go to microcontroller, from microcontroller information is transferred to ThingSpeak, which is an IOT cloud stage and furthermore SMS is sent to telephone through GSM on suspicious action. From ThingSpeak one can screen trees and furthermore, woodland watchman and authorities get SMS from GSM Module when sneaking action is suspected.

**VI. RESULT AND ANALYSIS**

The analytical graphs uploaded to the cloud can be shown in the Fig.7 and Fig.8.

**Fig.3 Channel description**

**Fig.4 Block diagram of the project**

**Fig.5 Tree unit of the project**

**Fig.6 Main Server Unit of the project**

**Working Flow**

**Fig.7 Flow Chart of the project**

**Fig.8 Adxl 335 graph**

The Fig.7 shows Adxl 335 graph, Whose values lies
between 1 and 0. Value "1" indicate inclination of tree, where as "0" indicates tree is in normal position.

![Fig.9 Temp graph](image)

The Fig.8 shows temperature graph. Whose values lies between 1 and 0. Value "1" indicate inclination of temperature of tree above reference condition, where as "0" indicates tree is in normal position.

![Fig.10 SMS Alert](image)

The Fig.9 shows SMS sent by GSM Module when condition is satisfied. They are two types of messages, one is describing inclination of tree, other is regarding temperature.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this project, it has proven to work to save forest trees or in private farming place such as teak farming, sandalwood farming and it reduces the human guard, always guarding the area for long time . The system involves simple sensors like ADXL 334 , Temperature sensor. These sensors data is sent to Arduino microcontroller from RF. The concept of IOT is implemented to make the monitoring efficient. The regular updates can be provided to the users through Wi-Fi module (ESP8266).Then it uploads input values to the cloud and the alerts can be sent to the users through GSM-SMS to the authenticated users when suspicious activity is notified . For designing one, there is need to consider so many things just like adjusting preset, assigning address pins of RF Modules, in the receiver section address pin have to match with transmitter section. The main motto of this project is to provide cost efficient and reliable monitoring of trees with help of RF design and IOT technology. The project has given promising results.

VII. FUTURE SCOPE

This project is IOT based and uses RF technology. It can be further extended by adding mini solar chips at tree section so that transmitter part can work on rechargeable power. Moreover a solar panel can also be installed at receiver part. IoT is the current trend in Government and corporate sector. Many big companies and industries are willing to move towards promoting of IoT. Government sectors many countries are planning to digitalization of endangered animals, like Welgevonden Game Reserve in South Africa have digitalized Rhinos from being poached using LoRa technology and IBM Watson IOT Cloud platform. Similarly many organizations are planning to digitalize valuable trees. In that case this project gives the best results by using LoRa technology, so that signals can be transmitted in kilometers range, typically 10km.
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